Beloved of the Magdalene:
The process of transformation has begun! You have opened the gateways to receive these alchemical
vibrations, to allow Mother Earth to support you, dear ones, to breathe into you the very essence of her
healing and nurturing elements, her Spirit of Unity and her Desire to draw the Family together in
harmony and love, supporting all into wholeness. I have called you, my dearest Lifestreams, you who
are reflections of my Magdalene energies, to be the first, to come forward and lead the way, opening
the door wide, that others may follow.
All that you pour into these Essences through your ingestion of them at differing levels of your
beingness, astral, mental, etheric and physical, will register and inform these living organisms as to how
they might best bring their healing ministrations and communiques forward into your energetic fields
and physical bodies. Like you, they are drawn from Source Energy, possessing Divine Intelligence, and
are nurtured and informed by the Central Spiritual Sun as well as your physical sun. The traits of
Mother/Father Life such as nurturing, support, protection, rhythmic order and harmony and all of the
Universal Impulses including the will to unify and create through loving purpose and intelligent balance
are contained within their subatomic coding. And it is these codes that will trigger you to release and let
go of all that no longer serves your Highest Intentions or is blocking any aspects of your Service to
Humanity. With this clearing will come a greater alignment to the KNOWINGNESS of your Divine Self
and a greater opening in your telepathic lines of communication to each other.
It is important for you to know Dear Ones, that the moment you embraced these Essences, via your
physical sight and scanned them energetically via your emotional and mental faculties, the moment you
focused your gaze on their meaning and breathed in their potentiality, in that very moment the
relationship was birthed between you and the Essences. Although many of you will be taking three or
more remedies to help strip away differing aspects of the false Selves, there is only one underlying
design for the True Self that prevails, when all aberrations and distortions have been eliminated. That
being said, your Individualized Soul Signature is always free to create Its own uniquely designed symbols
and codes of Expression, reflecting all the unique facets of the One Radiant Diamond Light.
It was your spiritual willingness to allow the Essences into your field, your recognition of the gifts they
could bring for healing and transformation at both a personal and collective level, that allowed a
dynamic, living bond to establish itself between you. Already, at an Etheric Level many of you are
indeed beginning to feel and register their effects. If old patterns are resurfacing, if emotions are arising
to the surface or stuck energies are rearing up from their hiding places deep in your subconscious
stratum, know that the activations have begun. Many of you are feeling deep levels of grief or a sense
of becoming ‘unglued’ from the seams, but don’t understand why. I am here to tell you that you have
opened the gateway to transformation and it is being impacted by your interaction with these Living
Essences.
Yes, the interactive process between you and the Essences has begun, but know that it will intensify,
once you are holding the remedies in your healing hands and ingesting them. The point of initial contact
was at the etheric level, but once you begin carrying them on your person and taking them in to your
body, however you choose, they will enter and integrate into the lower levels of the mental, astral and
physical. And that’s what we all desire, the subatomic merging at a cellular level. For you, my beloved,

are your Soul’s Boots on the Ground, and this process is about being FULLY READY to march in Unity into
the fray of the energies of chaos and deconstruction that are happening here in 3D, as things continue
to magnify, accelerate and shift. You will be bringing balance, order and harmony through your own
radiance and vibratory levels and these are the ‘weapons’ of expansion and spaciousness, beloved, that
you carry with you onto the frontlines.
There is no more waiting, beloveds – the energies of Ascension are presently influxing from the Great
Central Spiritual Sun, seeking to return all in this Universe and Cosmos NOW to a state of Omnipresent
Love and Unified Oneness. And the acceleration rate will continue to amplify quickly, so fasten your
seatbelts on this Earthship, as things will continue exponentially until inner and outer levels of
purification are complete. Allow the wise one within each of you to cry cleansing tears, to weep and
release over the next several weeks. Allow space for this process to unfold.
All of you have come in to specifically hold open a portal that you have called forth and all of you are
here to assist Gaia and others as much as you can. You are the group who are reflective of the
Magdalene energies and your lifestreams form an intentioned forcefield on this planet which vibrates
with order, balance, harmony, truth, nurturance and love. The radiant light and energy of Mother Life
herself, pours through you via that portal at all vibratory levels down to the subatomic particles that
underlie creation Itself. As you interact with the Essences I have brought to you, you stream them into
the portal and create a bridge for all of humanity so that their healing, clarifying potentialities can be
utilized to assist all with their ascension process.
Magdalenes, you are my Mary Turn Arounds, for it is your balanced masculine/feminine energy that I
have called to march triumphantly forth in full consciousness into this new Decade of Light beginning in
2020. It is you among others, who will aid in turning things around. I have poured my Divine Love into
these Essences which coupled with the Power of your own Christ Consciousness and Divine Willingness,
can free you of all imbalances at a personality/egoic level, that stand in the way of you completing your
Mission. Each of you contracted to do specific things prior to incarnating, in order to assist Earth and
Humanity through this period of chaos and destruction of old systems and values that no longer serve
the highest good.
Full surrender right through all dimensions and levels, is the order of the day for you! Mary Turn
Arounds, face about, turn fully to the Light basking in Its radiance, letting it shine through every aspect
and facet of your Beingness. Help this world do an about-face so that its countenance shines like the
sun and all darkness is eradicated, all blemishes erased. As all spins on its axis into higher and higher
frequencies of resonance and balance, know that I am pouring my love, compassion and healing balm
through the Magdalene portal.
Beloveds, embrace each other, nurture one another, intertwine your roots deep into the earth’s corerelations, allow others to pluck the fruits you have borne and open your branches to the winds, to the
birds and to the skies. I love you all.
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